The abandoned airfield east of St. David’s, Pembrokeshire. NPRN 308386 DI2006_0525

Aerial Photographs

DISCOVER AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
OF WALES

Oblique view of the Aberystwyth harbour area, taken in 1932 by Aerofilms. NPRN 34174 WPW040028

Aerial photography
The Royal Commission’s archive, the National
Monuments Record of Wales, holds extensive collections
of aerial photography of Wales ranging from 1918 to
the present day. They cover vertical imagery taken at
high altitude, as well as low-level oblique photography
that depicts the landscapes and townscapes of Wales in
stunning detail.

Collections
• Aerofilms Collection – low-level oblique photographs
taken between 1919 and 2006. The flights between
1919 and 1953 have been digitised and can be
viewed through Coflein, our online site database and
catalogue, and the Britain from Above website.
• RAF Vertical Collection – flown at various heights
using dedicated photographic reconnaissance aircraft,
ranging from 1940 to 1965.

Dyfi Estuary, Ynyslas, Ceredigion. NPRN 407993 DI2010_0098

• RAF Low-level Oblique Collection – covers the coastline
of Wales, and a few urban settlements, taken between
1940 and 1965.
• RAF Medmenham Collection – comprises vertical and
oblique views of Wales taken during World War II.
• Cambridge University Collection of Aerial Photography
(CUCAP) – flown at low level, during the late 1950s
and the early 1960s, to capture archaeological
features within the landscape.
• The Ordnance Survey Vertical Collection – compiled as
part of the UK mapping programme, from 1962
to 2009.
• The Royal Commission’s Low-level Oblique Collection
– taken by our own aerial photographers, from 1986
to the present day, to record the archaeology and
changing landscapes of Wales. Comprising 35mm
colour slides, black and white prints, and digital format.
This collection is wholly digital from 2004, and may be
viewed on Coflein.

OS vertical view of Winsh-Wen, Swansea, taken in 1999, showing housing development. DI2014_0155

Uses
In addition to showing a fascinating ‘snapshot’
of past landscape patterns, it is possible for aerial
photography to be used for a variety of purposes,
including archaeological investigation, boundary
identification, rights of way/planning issues, land use,
landscape morphology, urban development etc.
By using a stereoscopic viewer, two adjacent historic
vertical aerial photographs can be studied in what
appears to be 3D.

Services
• Free public enquiry
service
• Priority search service
• Library and search room
• Image library

• Digitisation
• Digital datasets and
mapping
• Group visits
• Educational resources

Aerial photographs available for public consultation in the Reading Room.

You may view the collections through Coflein, our online
site database and archive catalogue – www.coflein.gov.
uk – or in our library and search room which is open
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 9:30 – 16:00,
Wednesday 10:30 – 16:30.
If you wish to consult the full range of available aerial
photographic cover, an appointment is advisable.
NMRW Library and Enquiries Service
RCAHMW
Penglais Road
Aberystwyth
Ceredigion, SY23 3BU
Telephone: +44 (0)1970 621200
nmr.wales@rcahmw.gov.uk
E-mail:
Website: www.rcahmw.gov.uk
Britain from Above: www.britainfromabove.org.uk
Our online record of sites and online catalogue:
www.coflein.gov.uk
Coflein:

